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Spicy season
An exotic adventure of grand couture, a new
flavour, a new taste. The Spices of the souk can
change a look into an ethnic parade of glamorous
natural hues. From turmeric to cinnamon,
cayenne to cardamom, the Middle East has it
covered with colour trends coming from the
hyper natural spices found at a souk.
To begin, Burberry reflects Resene’s High
Noon used in this tribal looking embellished
coat. With hints of aboriginal design, the colour
speaks volumes of natural tone and simple living.
It’s luxurious, and even with the addition of the
applique; the garment remains effortless and chic.
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Dolce and Gabbana pumps up the volume
in a red-hot Resene Shiraz coloured gown
that scorches the runway as the model struts
by. Spicing up the catwalk, this dress looks as
if it could burn right through the floor. The
beading does well to break up the colour and
gives it a depth that is relevant to the spicy
chilly it references.
And in following with the taste of the spicy,
Jil Sander presents us with a mustard seed
coloured dress in the style of Resene Galliano.
The colour is bright and bold with nothing
fancy. You know what you’re getting and
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And to finish the tasting, your essential
spice, black pepper. Son Jungwan showed this
gorgeous billowing gown that enhances the
beauty of women, just as pepper enhances the
taste of food.
Resene matches this with Stonehenge, which
is a timeless, all appropriate colour that will
translate into all seasons.
Let fashion be fashion and lose control
because nature knows best and she always
delivers. People need only trust their senses and
go with what feels right, because confidence is
key, all else will follow.

there’s no hiding that. For a more palatable
flavour, bold and nutty seems to be a hit with
Marc Jacobs, who showed a saffron coloured
cardigan similar to that of Resene’s Lonestar.
The cardigan is warm and inviting, supports
the body and exudes comfort.
Reed Krakoff is drawn to a more earthy
tone with this sage looking vest and skirt pair.
Resene shows this deep sage green in Resene
Kermadec, which is almost identical to fresh
ground sage leaves. Savoury in taste, the look
emulates that serious attitude that sage carried
and translates it into the world of fashion.
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